
        

 

                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher: Faith Mandiwana Observer: n/a Date and time: 02/11/2019 

Class level: Intermediate Room: 7 Expected number of students: 15 

Context: The previous lesson was on listening comprehension where learners were taught about pronunciation of words using 

pictures, flash cards, sound audio and small video clips.   ( 53minutes) 

Teaching aids: Whiteboard and Mixed writing markers, Flashcards with words, usage of pictures and word games 

Student objectives: Learner’s reading skills will be sharpened. 

Learners will identify features of sports news article’s (headline, 

sub-heading, byline (name of the writer, reported speech and direct 

speech, comments and opinions, e.g. from the coaches, fans and 

players alike, description of the game, e.g. what kind of game was 

it? Was it easy or tough? 

 

Personal aims: To improve my teaching demonstrations using my 

body language. Using different topic while still being energetic For 

example a running, smiling or walking gesture without using words 

but action. Have better understanding with learners. 

 

Anticipated problems for students: miss pronunciation of words, 

not understanding the meaning of some words and not reading out 

loud confidently. Low self-esteem issues from some learners  

Solutions: Usage of Flash cards, pictures, word game, drilling and 

mouth diagrams, re-explain to them what the words mean 

Anticipated problems for teacher: Students may lose focus or 

attention in class. Keeping track of time and losing focus of the 

lesson with some learners while others will be reading. Getting 

students to participate actively.  

Solutions: simplify the work for the learners. Fun active phase 

activity. 

 

 

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greeting Students : Hello, Good Morning or good afternoon! Ask learners how was their 

weekend if it was a weekend  or their previous day in order to get them relaxed. This also 

helps them to remember what they saw or did during the weekend or the previous day or 

night 

Practice  5min T-S 

Quick review of the previous lesson was on listening comprehension where learners were 

taught about pronouciation of words, reading and understanding what they read. How to 

use certain words to properly construct good sentences. This will be incorporated with 

todays lesson on oral presentations and comprehension 

 

 

Engage 5min 
T-S 

 

Topic of todays lesson: What a grand exit from South Africa’s national soccer team during 

the 2010 Soccer World Cup 

The teacher will ask the lessons to turn to page 160 of the learners book, where thet will 

find a picture of South Africa’s Steven Pienaar and Andile Ngcongca in a tussle with 

Frank Ribery of France. Ask learners what they see? What can they identify? Can they 

name the players? Can they identify the two teams playing? What are they playing for? 

Yes or No, why? 

Practice  10min T-S 

We re-watch and listen to the video clip and audio sound clips from the coaches, fans, 

players, journalist and other expect soccer anaylists. Paying close attention to familiar or 

unfamiliar words such as a brace,hat-trick,spectacular, standing ovation, etc Let the 

students discuss it amongst themsleves. 

Practice 5min S-S 

The teacher selects few learners to read aloud from the text in the learners book. Thee drill 

and mouth pronouciation now takes place of the learners while correcting them and 

answering some of their questions. 

Practice 5min T-S 

Give learners the video clip or full news article that copies where made. Hand out 

worksheets and let them fill in the blank spaces. To save time if the class setting is in 

cluster form or setting just allocate which is group 1, 2 or 3 

Produce 10min S-S 

Give all different groups questions about the soccer match explaining few key pointers 

that we might have missed out on 
Presentation 5min S-S 

Discuss answers, words, sentences and spelling with them. Give them home work on any 

sports article they may find on any newspaper to read and identify new words , or parts of 

speech 

Presentation 5min T-S 

Greet the class  3min T-S 



 
 

  

  

  

 

  


